BABYLON'S AND LETTERS

We have ONE copy of a New MAILING LIST = in the USA. We also have ONE copy of a List to Africa. Since it now costs $1.00 to send to some of these Names = you may be sure they will NOT be receiving another Mailing unless we receive another Copy of that Name or List. Which is not likely = so we advise you to send in your Name to receive 3 or 4 more Mailings.

Or ask for a Packet of Back-numbers. THEN if you want still more Back-numbers = please send a List of what you have. If you do receive Duplicates = please send the extra Copy to some one else.

Some, who have never Written = will be cut off without Notice. WE REPEAT: some will receive only this ONE MAILING = so WRITE to be kept on =

(........) a RED MARK here means this is your last Mailing unless you Write.

IN THIS MAILING= you may find some missing NUMBERS. That is because we ran out of Paper = so may have to send the MISSING numbers later on.

WE NEVER DREAMED= that we would send out Papers that ONE SHIPMENT would require Paper in Boxes = Boxes piled from the Floor all the way to the Ceiling = for ONE SHIPMENT = but that is the way it is going now. And then some. We know exactly how to lose HALF our Mailing List = overnight. We did this two Times = so we know how. Also, lest some think we are Crying about it = we PLANNED IT!

"God is sifting His people...A CORRUPT people has arisen who could not live with the people of God. THEY=DESPISED= REPROOF, and would not be CORRECTED.[Began to Scream about:"DO NOT FIND FAULT!"] [They learned well from the ROOMS! From the Professional: "FAULT-FINDERS!"]

"....and would not be CORRECTED...They had Time to RE- PENT of their WRONGS; but SELF was too dear to Die. They nourished it, and it grew Strong, and they SEPAR- ATED from the peculiar people of God..."

[Now at this Point = some, who are USED to the Profes- sional trained Seals + Psychologists who know how to Win
Friends and influence Silly Women and Pocket-Books = think the only way to Success is to so Teach as to PLEASE all sides and BOTH sides = all Three. This is their Measure of "SUCCESS" and the "HOLY SPIRIT!" [In that Case=do as the Adventist Leaders are now doing = JOIN with the BIGGEST CHURCHES of all = the EVANGELICALS and CATHOLICS! As well as going over to the TEL AVIV JEWS!]

BABYLON #1=CATHOLICS of the DARK AGES. GC 382,237,248.
BABYLON #2=PROTESTANTS of 1844. AMERICA. GC 383.
BABYLON #3=A coming CONGLOMERATE of BOTH! GC 390,443-5.

"...and they SEPARATED from the peculiar people of God... We all have reason to THANK GOD(!) that a way has been opened to save the Church, (Save the "FAITHFUL SOULS" that constitute "THE CHURCH" AA 11,526. 2T:109,441,168. 7T:11. 8T:174. NL 69. COL 294. 5T:83,455,752. PK 716. GC 64,376.)

"...to save the Church, for the WRATH of God must have come upon us, if these CORRUPT individuals had remained with us. EVERY=HONEST=ONE that may be deceived by these disaffected ones, will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them IF=EVERY=ANGEL=FROM=HEAVEN=HAS=TO=VISIT=THEM, and enlighten their minds. We have nothing to fear in this matter." (NOTICE! that "LIGHT" reveals: "CORRUPTIONS!" = they took this OUT of your GC 603 but FIND it in 1884 GC=SoP 4:421. Or would you rather FALL into the same Pit with the BLIND Leaders of the BLIND? "Those who ENCOURAGE the SINNER, saying, It is well with thee, God=will=CURSE!...They DESPISE the Straight Testimony... and would rejoice to see everyone SILENCED who gives Reproof." 3T:272. They imagine it a Virtue = to be BLIND!)

"As we near the Judgment, all will manifest their true CHARACTER, and it will be made plain to what Company they belong. The sieve is going; let us not say, Stay thy hand, O God...The Church must be PURGED, and will be." SG 2:201. 1T:100. 5T:505,73. COL 419. 7T:219. TM 234-5.

NEVER FORGET THIS= never ignore it = the LAST SAVING SEALING MESSAGE = is a Message of SEPARATION! Surely such a Message = will = not = be = Popular! It was not in the Days of Noah, nor Lot, nor Christ, nor in the Dark Ages = so why expect it to be Popular now?

PSYCHOLOGY=FROM+the SHEPHERD'S ROD (the Awakening is but a Revival of the Shepherd's Rod = same Doctrine = same people. FRIEND=BRINSMEAD=and WRIGHT clustered around the SHEPHERD'S ROD DATE = 1959. (1958-1960. DAISY MEYERS.)
THIS IS BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION: to what do you expect of us? We have had people all across the country calling people to our Meetings = and wanting us to work that Laodicean Magic of SPELL-BINDING them into UNITY. This is the VERY OPPOSITE of the LAST MESSAGE. The LAST SAVING MESSAGE = is a Message of Separation. If you do not know that = you do not know anything.

PREPARATION FOR THE END = "...in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD. I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be Adventists, but who reject the Present Truth, and saw that they were crumbling + that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE + SCATTER them now in the GATHERING(SEALING) TIME, so that the precious Jewels among them, who have formerly been deceived, MAY=HAVE= THEIR=(blind)=EYES=OPENED to see their true state. AND NOW when the Truth is presented to them by the Lord's Messengers, they are(1) prepared to LISTEN, and(2) SEE its beauty + harmony, and (3) LEAVE their former associates + errors, (4) EMBRACE the precious TRUTH and(5) STAND where they can define(WEBSTER;MAKE KNOWN) their Position." EW 69. (Then read on how they will SLANDER those who believe + teach the Truth and:"ATTACK their Characters." EW 69,70.)

IN THE DAYS OF NOAH= and in every other Age = the reason the Message was NOT POPULAR = was because it called for the Cross of:"SEPARATION!" the CONDITION of being:"SONS + DAUGHTERS OF GOD." Some "BESSIE MOUNT" or "LOUISE KLEUSER" took that OUT of the COMPILED BOOK: "SONS + DAUGHTERS OF GOD" = when I saw that =

I did not care about reading:"THE FAITH I LIVE BY" = but I see this is a JEWEL = it appears to me that ARTHUR L. WHITE = has his moments of CONVICTIONS = that caused the OLD FROOMS some Hair-pulling = no one Reading + Believing this Book = especially pages 108-140,163= .could possibly FALL for RDB-PAXTON-FTW-ROGERS. And the:"NO COVENANT" Religion of BRINSMEAD-FROOM-FRIEND.

THOSE WHO EXPECT= a Magical wave of the hand = and all unruly Elements will give in and come together in UNITY= are either living in another World = or they expect us to so Compromise our Beliefs = like the FROOMS and the ANDERSONS and the RICHARDS and the FAGALS and the VANDE-MANS and the TUCKERS = who = when the "BLACK POPE"(FROOM) says so = they SWITCH over to ANY DOCTRINE they are Push-Buttoned or Programmed to Preach. Preach it they will!
THAT HAS HAPPENED in every Church. Why should this Church be IMMUNE? Those who think it is do not believe either the Bible or the Testimonies.

"Let all who accept HUMAN AUTHORITY, the CUSTOMS of THE CHURCH, or the TRADITIONS of the FATHERS, take heed to the WARNING conveyed in the words of Christ,"In VAIN they do worship Me, teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." DA 398.

"The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of men." 5T:81.

"They become CONSERVATIVE and seek to avoid discussion... will hold to TRADITION + worship they=know=not=what... God will... sift them, SEPARATING the Chaff from the Wheat." 5T:707.

"While men will not heed repeated WARNINGS, they are PLEASED with FALSE TEACHERS who FLATTER their VANITY and STRENGTHEN their INIQUITY, but who will fail to HELP them in the Day of Trouble...

"Those who by unwise SYMPATHY ENCOURAGE men in REBELLION when their SELF-LOVE is SMARTING beneath merited REPROOF are=not=the=Friends=of=God, THE GREAT REPROVER...There are many FALSE PROPHETS in these Days, to whom SIN does not appear specially repulsive. THEY COMPLAIN (O! How they can Complain!) that the PEACE of the people is UNNECESSARILY DISTURBED by the REPROOFS + WARNINGS of God's MESSENGERS. As for them, they LULL the souls of sinners into a FATAL EASE by their SMOOTH + deceitful Teachings. Ancient Israel was thus CHARMED by the FLATTERING MESSAGES of the CORRUPT PRIESTS...

"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNS." 4T:180-5.

WE HAD AN UNUSUAL EXPERIENCE-
[2] She writes and says:"SEND NO MORE!"
[3] We reply. Expecting NEVER to hear from her again.
[4] But = "SURPRISE!" she answers! This is why I am setting up this Special Paper. Just for her. I was going to Reply in a:"COMMUNITY LETTER" that goes to 10 and now we make, with special Carbons + special Paper = we manage 15. But this one - requiring perhaps 2 Days work = I was going to ZEROX up Town = but instead - since the Press is running = WHY not send it to 2,000 = ????
DEAR SISTER IN ARIZONA:  

You surprise me. Most people who object to our Papers are Hit + Run Drivers. Some give a long Sermon - informing us of what they learned from the trained Seal in the Pulpit = as tho' we did not know that = 10 Times over.

Then they give no chance to Reply = just Hit + Run. So you surprise me that you did Reply. Which leads me to believe you are Honest = and are sincerely seeking the Truth. And I will treat you as such.

Although you did make two Statements that could be Fatal for you. And a third Statement that to you no doubt is True = yet it is not True. The Statement is Verbatim: "I accused you of NOTHING in my last letter." 

That you only "QUOTED" from EGW. Yes = but you said this is: "...for YOU." Now what was it that you quoted? That was FOR ME = ???. Although it will take you some Time to Figure it out = and those who read this Letter, try to Figure it out and you will have the Truth of the "BABYLON" statements you slammed at me, and then say you "ACCUSED" me of "NOTHING."

In my search for Truth = I examined ALL those "BABYLON" statements from "TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" as well as cross-examined the ORIGINAL "TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" which was called: "THE SERIES A" now obtainable from "LEAVES OF AUTUMN BOOKS" PO Box 440, Payson, Ariz. 85541. for $10.50.

As well as looked up the ORIGINAL from which those: "BABYLON" statements that when she wrote the ORIGINAL BOOK she DID NOT put in there = not ONE of them! But they ADDED them in 1923 to meet German Reform that came to America after the German SDA Leaders Horn-swaggled them into Kaiser Bill's War = so that as a Result the Church is now just like the Catholics = IN-EVERY-WAR! That was the start. And some objected = about 28. And that is MORE than you would expect that will remain True to anything. In World War #2 = the Adventist Leadership REPEATED that mistake and had 200 Shot by the Gestapo that objected. You see = the idea seems to be = no matter WHAT the LEADERSHIP says = go and DO it! Only God's people do not obey the Leadership. So in 1923 there was a Segment of those who remained True to the ORIGINAL SDA Religion in spite of any LEADERSHIP = who were HOOD-WINKED by URIAH SMITH in their his) failure to understand the: "BABYLON" statements in GC = so two things happened:
(A) The German Brethren accused the SDA Church of 1914-1918 = of being: "BABYLON!" = not knowing the TRUTH of "BABYLON" as URIAH SMITH and his Gang = CHANGED the Books, and right on that Point! The Point of: "BABYLON!"

(B) The Adventists hurled the 1892-3 "BABYLON" statements at the 1923 "REFORMERS" = and have been doing it ever since.

(C) Neither side knowing the TRUTH about:"BABYLON!" We are the FIRST ones in the World who do know + understand the ORIGINAL TRUTH about:"BABYLON" because we go by the ORIGINAL WRITINGS. And will accept nothing else. So don't come to me with some knowing Wisdom about:"BABYLON!" statements as fixed up by your Leadership.

HERE IS WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT BABYLON:

[1] BABYLON is a WORLD-POWER. BABYLON cannot be: "BABYLON" until it CONTROLS! BABYLON cannot be: "BABYLON" until it employs the POWER of the STATE to ENFORCE the DECREES of THE CHURCH! When a Church falls = it becomes a HARLOT = when it further Falls so it calls in the Great Men, the Mighty Men of State + Industry = when she appeals to the LAW and the COURTS = when she calls in the KILLER-WOLF-PACK = she becomes a: "BEAST!" German Reform may have had some Justification of calling the German SDA WAR-MONGERS by the name of: "BABYLON!" = but there is an Element missing. Two Elements.

ELEMENT #1 = never forget = "BABYLON" has to be a WORLD-POWER. It has to RULE the WORLD! Not just a Portion of it. There never has been a BABYLON like the last BABYLON will be = and that is where URIAH SMITH again turned this Denomination square around so they are entirely unprepared for the LAST WORLD-WIDE POWER = for they say such a thing will-never-be! And they are DEAD WRONG!

ELEMENT #2 = to be "BABYLON" a Church must be UNITED with STATE = and must teach the DOCTRINES that compose the "WINE" of the Cup of her Fornication! Just ask in any Meeting of a representative Group of Adventists = WHAT is the WINE of BABYLON = and what do you expect will be the Reply = ??? Does 1 in 100 know? Are any of them TRAINED to go to the INDEX to find OUT? If they KNEW THAT = they would not be so MIXED-UP over Contemporary Theological Questions nor be scurrying after BRINSMEAD like a Pack of Rats after the Pied-Piper. Just following the Tootling of any Flute = or bowing low to any Wind.

EVERY=BABYLON=SO=OF=BE=BABYLON. No matter what NAME she may hide behind = if she teaches BABYLON she IS: "BABYLON!"

-6-
FOR ONE QUICK EXAMPLE: you know, and I know - and anyone who knows ANYTHING about the Third Angel's Message knows = that BABYLON is ANTI-LAW and ANTI-SABBATH and ANTI-EFFORT and ANTI-SANCTUARY TRUTHS and ANTI-WORKS and ANTI-CHARACTER-BUILDING the "WORK" of a "LIFE-TIME."

BABYLON is both ANTI-WORK and ANTI-LIFETIME. BABYLON wants to be "SAVED!" = NOW = !!! How can I be Saved without being "SANCTIFIED?" Or is "SANCTIFICATION?" and being:"SAVED!" = one and the same thing? Do you Object to the BABYLONIANS standing in your Pulpit calling on you to say: "I AM SAVED!" = ??? Do you care = ???

"I AM SAVED!" = ...NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found uttering these words till Christ shall come...NEVER DARE TO SAY, "I AM SAVED!" SM 1:314,316,318,320,325,328,373.

A SLAVE = A HIRELING = a Creature devoid of CONSCIENCE = or the Conscience SEARED=AS=WITH=A=HOT=IRON = looks at the Testimony Teaching on this Question =

Finds out that JONES fell for "I AM SAVED!" ANNA RICE PHILLIPS = SM 2:90-100. He started BALLANGER off into "I AM SAVED!" which culminated in:"HOLY FLESH!" SM 2: 31-9. He himself GRADUATED into:"NO WORKS!" in 1893. SM 1:377-397. Then both him and WAGGONER took after: "SPIRITUAL WIVES!" and "LIVING TEMPLE!" and stayed with BOTH till the day they Died! (See OLSON Book.)

WE DO NOT CARE= how many or how few believe as we do. All we want to be SURE about = is that we are RIGHT!

Therefore= we intend to be RIGHT = about BABYLON. And when we spoke on that Subject = June 25,1976 at Applegate, Oregon = all Hell broke loose!

But instead= of being intimidated by the Dragon's Roar = and because of your:"BABYLON" BABYLONING = we come out STRONGER than we ever did before = as to WHO is BABYLON?

A LITTLE KNOWN FACT= and is WHERE and is WHY the URIAH SMITHS started getting FRANTIC = and they KNEW they had to STRAIGHTEN OUT the TESTIMONIES. (See FLYER # 345. Sept. 9,1976. "SOP CHANGES!")

BABYLON #1= "In Revelation 17...THE BABYLON thus described represents ROME, that apostate CHURCH..." ORIGINAL 1884 GC=SoP 4:233. (GC 382.)

This BABYLON= here called:"THE BABYLON" = signifying ONE of MORE = and to prove that Point = the Testimony continues that SHE is the:"MOTHER" of DAUGHTERS! "Who FOLLOW!"
So there are "DAUGHTER" BABYLON = that follow the Old "MOTHER" BABYLON = ??? "Thus are represented those CHURCHES..." 1884 GC=SoP 4:233.
This is the second time we have found that: "BABYLON" is a "CHURCH" or "CHURCHES" = "...who FOLLOW her example of CORRUPTION...those CHURCHES that CLING to the Doctrines and Traditions of ROME." (Same.)

Now remember a few details about this #1 BABYLON. Remember the PLACE, her POWER, what she WAS = what she DID. And WHERE she did it and WHEN, You can write off the following: (HEADQUARTERS) ROME. (PLACE) ITALY. (EXTENT OF POWER)
Controlled the then known WORLD = except MOHAMMEDANISM = (and, Yes!) a few more! CHINA=INDIA=MALAYSIA largely escaped her Influence and Domination.
But as the city: "BABYLON" of Old = she Dominated that Area of the known World so that in that TIME-PERIOD (DARK and MIDDLE AGES) she was a: "QUEEN!" The Mistress of Land and Sea and the trade Routes of Commerce.
Emperors, Statesmen, Kings, Queens, Church Dignitaries,
Rulers of Church + State came to do Homage to the Proud Mistress of the Mighty Men of Earth and Power. She called on her Paramours to wield the Sword in her Defense. She lay in the Lap of Satan and brought forth accordingly.
It is said she shed enough Blood to float the British Navy in the Hey-day of its greatest Might. She was indeed a: "QUEEN!" Also a: "WOLF!" GC 237. (The FIRST place that: "BABYLON1" is mentioned.)

REMEMBER = the TIME, the PLACE, the CIRCUMSTANCES, the EXTENT of her POWER, her DOCTRINES = all of which COMBINED were needed to constitute her: "BABYLON1"

BABYLON #2 = imagine WAKING UP in 1844 = and giving the:
"MESSAGE!" that: "BABYLON" was ROME! A Church: "FALLEN for many CENTURIES!" 1884 GC=SoP 4:232. (GC 383.)

REMEMBER = the FIRST: "BABYLON!" was Revelation 17.
REMEMBER = the 1844: "BABYLON!" was Revelation 14.

"But the (1844) Message (of Rev.14) announcing the FALL of BABYLON must apply to=some=religious=Body=that=was=once=pure, and has become CORRUPT. IT=CANNOT=BE=THE=ROMISH=CHURCH=WHICH=IS=HERE=MEANT; for THAT CHURCH HAS BEEN (Past Tense!) HAS BEEN in a Fallen condition for many Centuries." 1884 GC=SoP 4:232. (GC 383.)

ANY BUT HERE = the Adventist Church faced a Dilemma = in the 1888 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" they left this Statement = [The part that matters. I left it INTACT! But what with all those magnificent Statements that you Paraded from
(TM 62 telling us the: "CONFEDERATIONS with Evil Men" = the "ANTICHRIST" = "WILL appear" (Future Tense!) "WILL appear ...and THEN" (Future Tense!) ...."

"In this age ANTICHRIST WILL appear as the true Christ, and THEN the LAW will be fully made VOID in the Nations of our World...Men WILL BE (Future Tense!) WILL BE deceived and WILL...deify him...the apostate Churches that UNITE..." TM 62.)

NOW SINCE YOU ARE AN EXPERT:

at APOLOGIZING and COVERING UP for them - how would you like to try your Hand at Explaining this away:

If you ever get around to really INVESTIGATE this matter = and find that they did EXACTLY as they did with EW = when dealing with the SEALING = (A) Took out the KEY-PARAGRAPH out of the ORIGINAL (RH AL:9,10. For those who do not know what this means = this is Part of the Vaults turned over to us after YEARS of our AGITATION = to give us the ORIGINAL WRITINGS as they were = and this is the very FIRST THING that Sr. White wrote in the "PRESENT TRUTH" Series. 1849.)
(A) Took out the KEY-PARAGRAPH that gave the TIME.
(B) Took the Rest of it = SPLIT IT right down the Middle=
(C) Put the LAST part FIRST and the FIRST part LAST = which they ADMIT right here if you look it up = if you are not a Hit + Run Driver = you will see with your own eyes = THEIR ADMISSION=RIGHT=THERE! That you will find the FIRST PART in EW 42-45 and the LAST PART in EW 36-38. So you see the ACROBATICS you have to go thru = stand=on=your=Head or whatever = to try to SEE it as it was FIRST GIVEN = !!! Do you EXCUSE this brazen SKULDUGGERY? Or do you APPRECIATE the TIME it takes to UNCOVER the HOODWINKERS UNION? What took us YEARS = you can see for yourself in MINUTES! The Lord placed it on our Hearts to SEARCH as for HIDDEN TREASURY. IT is TREASURE! If you find some TREASURE of your own = FINE = !!! In the meantime you do not have to do the DIGGING = we dug it out and ask you to REJOICE at the TREASURES=GEMS=JEWELS=DIAMONDS(EW 83) that we RESCUED from the LAODICEAN DUNG HILL of DECREETALS (GC 549) from the DIRT=RUBBISH=FALSE=COUNTERFEITS. (EW 82-3 (GC 464-473,443-5,606-8.) PK 677. Like ZERUBBABEL= EZRA NEHEMIAH in the Time of the End = REMOVE=THE=RUBBISH!

TEY DID THAT VERY THING- in TM = with those:"BABYLON" Statements. In suggestive Tense she declared to call the Adventist Church:"BABYLON" or a Part of:"BABYLON" = was NOT the Message to be proclaimed:"...at-this=Time." TM 37. Because:"...at=the=present=Time." TM 50 = this is the ONE Church in the World standing in the Breach = therefore to say this PRESENT(1893)Church is BABYLON; you are WRONG because this is not the true 1893 Issue:"...for-this=TIME." TM 59. RH A3:82.

IT IS HARD ENOUGH TO UNDERSTAND THE TRUTH= when it is given in Context. But they did the SAME as with the SEALING in EW 42-45 and 36-38 = they did the SAME and WORSE with the:"BABYLON" Question + Statements. Notice what she is saying about the Seventh-day Adventist Church as the CONTEXT begins. Notice the DIFFERENCE she makes between the TWO CLASSES of MINISTERS = and the people:

[A] The one REPROVES for he looks at things in View of the coming Judgment = how will we Stand the Day of Test? The Adventist people as any other people = do=not=like=him!

[B] "ANOTHER MINISTER" may come along, with FLATTERY and PRAISE =as did KD+A= and how do they like him = ???

"The faithful REPROVER that is sent of God to make known the mistakes & errors that are binding the souls of those who are deceived, is=treated=with=Contempt. They would CRUCIFY the Minister...Let the Church-Members realize that the Ministers are called to do a Special Work, not-to-be=MEN- PLEASERS...A true Shepherd...must REPROVE. He=dare=not=keep=SILENT when he sees souls in Danger of...eternal RUIN. The wayward heart will take exception to his Message; for the LOVE of God has grown COLD, and he is(A BLIND LAC- DICIAN!) he is INCAPABLE of discerning spiritual things. He will MISJUDGE, CRITICISE, and weigh the REPROVER'S WORDS in his own finite human scales, and DENOUNCE the Messenger, and thus grieve Jesus in person of his servant.

"ANOTHER MINISTER may come along who is NOT as conscientious, who is NOT as faithful & true, who FLATTERS the Members of the Church, calling that RIGHTEOUS & GOOD & HOLY which God has pronounced UNRIGHTEOUS & UNHOLY; yet this man will be HIGHLY ESTEEMED, and ENSHRINED in the HEARTS of the people. They=will=pass=their=Judgment that he has a GOOD spirit; and because he did not DISCERN & CORRECT their ERRORS, they may pass on in SPIRITUAL DARKNESS, and DIE in their sins.

"TO EXALT A MINISTER as perfection because=he=has=not=dis- pleased=anyone by REPROVING errors, not only brings a SNARE upon the Minister, but brings DISASTER upon the people. He
who does not hurt the spiritual SELF-COMPLACENCY of the
people is almost DEIFIED by them, while a DEVOTED, FAITH-
FUL servant of God, who lays bare the ERRORS of the Church-
Members, is supposed to be DEFECTIVE, because he does not
SEE what they SUPPOSE are their personal MERITS. HE RE-
PROVES WRONGS which really exist, and this is counted an
INDIGNITY, and his AUTHORITY & INSTRUCTION are cast aside
& trodden under foot of men. THESE EXTREMES in the way
the people look upon Ministers are found among the PRO-

HERE IS HOW THE PROPHET under Inspiration of the Holy
Ghost (who is a "REPROVER!") begins in July 25, 1893.
WATCH THE DATES! WATCH THE CONTEXT! WATCH THE SEQUENCE!
Because the FLATTERING KORAH, DATHANS & ABIRAMS did NOT
put this in to your TM = in CONTEXT with those: "BABYLON"
Statements! God says: "SPARE NOT!" but the URIAH SMITH
CULT in 1883-1888 began the Grand Pattern to: "SPARE!"
"The people of God are not to stand upon COMMON ground,
but upon the HOLY ground of gospel TRUTH...having NO
FELLOWSHIP with the unfruitful works of DARKNESS...the
PROFESSSED people of God are not in harmony with the
LIGHT...come far short...

"Of those who BOAST of their LIGHT, and yet fail to
walk in it, Christ says, "But I say unto you, It shall
be more tolerable for Tyre & Sidon at the day of Judg-
ment, than for you. And thou, Capernaum [Seventh-day
Adventists, who have had great light. EGW.] which art
exalted unto Heaven [in point of privilege. EGW.] shalt be
brought down to HELL..."

"Therefore will I do unto this HOUSE, which is called
by my NAME, wherein ye TRUST...as I have done to Shiloh.
And I will cast you out of my sight..."Hear now this,
O FOOLISH people, and without Understanding...RAIN,
both the FORMER & the LATTER...Your INIQUITIES have
turned away these things...from you...Shall I not VISIT
for these things! saith the Lord; shall not my soul be'
REVENGED on such a NATION (DENOMI-NATION) as this?"
"Shall the Lord be compelled to say,"Pray not thou for
this people...for I will not hear thee"?"Therefore the
SHOWERS have been withheld, and there hath been no=

NOW WATCH as we go on - DATE after DATE=
"Go into any place where there is a LARGE CHURCH...as...
at Battle Creek, and there we shall behold the deep

(LEFT OUT of any Book = WHY = ???)


Not very complimentary to the Adventist Church BEFORE these:"BABYLON" statements = and now some LIGHT in the MIDDLE of this:"BABYLON" statement = 2 things:

[1] The "CHURCH MILITANT" is NOT the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT." What does that mean? That it is ANOTHER "CHURCH?"

[2] Some clarification here. There are:"DEFECTIVE MEMBERS" there are:"TALES amid the WHEAT." But let BOTH grow TOGETHER until the HARVEST. This we heard 100 Times in the Adventist Church, altho' they do not follow it = from 1970 to 1975 they CAST OUT 395,000 Members! But the Point we are interested in - NEVER heard in Church or Reform = that in the:"TIME OF HARVEST" there is a SEPARATION as the Lord of the Harvest orders: "Gather ye together FIRST the TARES, and BIND them in BUNDLES to BURN them..."


[1] This is a SEPARATION=SIFTING=SHAKING TIME & PROCESS!

[2] Have any of the Church-Leaders made any provision for this? Or soon, any day now = they will PLUNGE into the "LOUD CRY!" So says the CHURCH=the AWAKENING=GROTHEER=
FRIEND=LELIA WILKINSON=SHEPHERD'S ROD=BRINSMead=ROGERS.

Based on what? Hot Air? RH A3:69 we found they were: "FOOLS!" "O FOOLISH PEOPLE!" Destined to:"HELL!" and on this page 79 = destined to the FIRES of:"HELL!" and yet = NOT:"BABYLON?" Only the:"MERCHANTS" thereof? Selling her DRUGS? I notice in Rev.16:13-16 it is the:
"DRAGON" = "BEAST" & "FALSE PROPHET" that:"GATHER" the TARES for the BURNING? Will the Fire feel none the less

HOT = if they are:"BEAST" or "FALSE PROPHET?"

Rev.20:15 informs us that ALL who are NOT found written in the Book of Life = will be cast into the Lake of Fire.

I take it that means ALL but the 144,000. ALL OTHERS are ATOMIZED! Does it make it any easier if some CALL themselves by ANOTHER NAME = ??? I can find a statement in the Testimonies that those who ONCE kept the LAW and GAVE=IT=UP because BRINSMead said the LAW cannot be kept ANYWAY! and so say HEPPENSTALL & MARTER. And THESE are the ones who in that Day will WAIL the LOUDEST! GOOD! I agree with the Judgments of God! The 250 Princes of Renown = the full Autumn Council who did NOT agree with the ground opening up for the Church-Leaders KD & A = the FIRE came out of the Cloud and licked them up on the Spot! Again I say = GOOD RIDDANCE OF BAD RUBBISH!

Rev. 18:20. 21:27. 22:15. -12-
RH A3:79. September 5, 1893. TM 45-52. With Christ himself there was a Judas = so throughout the History of any Church = there are: "Two opposing influences." = One called: "TARES" = the other: "WHEAT." Now everyone knows, or ought to know = there is a: "GATHERING" = the: "GATHERING" of the TARES to ARMAGEDDON is: "FIRST!" The "COUNTERFEIT" is: "FIRST!" GC 464. So this is of more Importance than anything else = not the: "NAME!" they may call themselves. But the fact that the: "TARES=GOATS=DUMB DOGS=FALSE PROPHETS=FOOLISH VIRGINS=RUBBISH=WOLVES=DRAGON HOST=FALSE BRETHREN=COUNTERFEIT=ANTICHRIST=CARNAL=UNCONVERTED= UNSANCTIFIED= all end up in the same place as: "BABYLON!" Unless they are the SEALED PHILADELPHIAN SAINTS! See Publication #334 that takes up this Subject in more detail than any other Publication in the History of the World. If it does not come in this Envelope = write for it as you may be on a "ONE-TIME" LIST. With 395,000 being PUT OUT of the Church from GC Session 1970 to Vienna 1975 = R&H July 14, 1975. p.7(811)= July 31, 1975. p.16(916) = IN YOUR LETTER = speaking of the RIFF-RAFF that came into the Church to take their place = Members of 20 to 30 year Standing going OUT! The AVERAGE being: "8 to 10 year" Memberships. What PIFFLE came in that fell for the BABYLONISH DOCTRINES listed + catalogued in GC 464-473 = "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" they are called = and in LAODICEAN Pulpits = TM 409. The very Sermon is given by these: "DUMB DOGS that would not Bark" at BILLY GRAHAM and his CATHOLICS in his: "MISSION=KEY '73!" The greatest FIZZLE in recorded Church-History. Yet you say you are: "GLAD!" for this Development = to see: "SINNERS" coming to Christ! [Could you mean those who went OUT? For the MIDNIGHT CRY calls them: "OUT!" to find the: "BRIDEGROOM!""] He is NOT in the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH = the CONDITION of finding Him is to: "GO=YE=OUT=TO=MEET=HIM!" [Is that what you mean?] You say there is more Hope for those who feel their need= than for the: "PHARISEES!" = Those who come in now to say: "I AM SAVED!" are the REAL 100% PHARISEES! PHARISEES= "Said the Angel, pointing to those in the (R&H) Office:"Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the scribes & PHARISEES, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." A PROFESSION is not enough."="The CHURCH generally stood as PHARISAICAL STRANGERS, ALOOF...BLIND & MISERABLE." 3T:193-7,200-1. -13-
When the Lord said: "Let BOTH grow TOGETHER until the Harvest" RH A3:78. Aug.29,1893 = He said with equal force: which the Minister & the Members NEVER take into account: that there WOULD & there MUST be a SIFTING-THRUSHING-SHAKING-SEPARATION between the TARES=CHAFF & WHEAT = in the HARVEST(SEALING!) TIME!

If, in the END = there is NOTHING but:"TWO CLASSES" = COL 283= is the one Class the 144,000 and the other Class that do not make it = are they ALL under the Banner of:"BABYLON?" If not = why not = ??? Why are they not:"BABYLON?"

RH A3:81. September 12,1893. Since she was dealing with the COMING "BABYLON" which would be in the TIME of the COMING "SEALING" = both concurrent =

She stopped = in the middle of this to WARN against FALSE TIME-SETTERS such as D.L FRIEND=HIEBERT=HOUTEFF=DAISY MEYERS=BRINSMLEY=WRIGHT=ROGERS=A.T FRIEND=GROTHEER=FROOM= and the Adventist Church making the greatest Piasco of them all in the 3-fold Union of MISSION=KEY '73.

THIS= as we said above = is the WARNING given here as she looked into the Future = WHO=ARE=THE=GREATEST=ENEMIES=OF= THE SAINTS & of the TRUTH? "BEWARE of FALSE TEACHERS...BEWARE of any one who would set a TIME...their Message is one of DECEPTION...They are to be MET, and OPPOSED...are to be CONDEMNED...they become just what Satan would desire to have them = UNBALANCED=IN=MIND." RH A3:81. TM 51-56.

"THIS CLASS of EVIL WORKERS have selected PORTIONS of the TESTIMONIES, and have placed them in a framework of ERROR." RH A3:82. September 12,1893.Now we see EXACTLY (Same.) how these: "EVIL WORKERS" = the PHARISEES in the OFFICE = carried out their nefarious work. The SECOND-CHILDHOOD DOODLING of the:"UNBALANCED=IN=MIND" FROOMS & MAXWELLS=

"And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS (Laodicean BLINDNESS!) in the BLINDNESS of their minds, give full sway to what is supposed to be righteous indignation against the ones=who=have=set=aside CHERISHED FABLES. They act like men who have lost their reason." TM 70. GC 607. Brisbin 27.

RH A3:82. TM 52-62. Now we come to the LAST(?) "BABYLON" references from TM 52-62. Notice that she tells?Brother STANTON" =(the NAMES were NEVER left out of Bible or Testimonies - it was the DANIELLS & URIAH SMITHS who wanted THEIR NAMES left out that fixed the books accordingly = but leaving in the Names of their Enemies = CANRIGHT = KELLOGG and others - this is how they worked it.)

NOTICE= what she here said to:"BROTHER STANTON" = not afraid of the word:"BABYLON" = she said the Message against:"BABYLON" - the second Angel's Message: 
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"This SAME MESSAGE IS TO BE PROCLAIMED THE SECOND TIME..." 
and the 4th Angel is to follow: "AFTER THESE THINGS" and the 5th Angel (W.T. 11) is to follow therefore, to say that the Seventh-day Adventist Church: "IS" (Present Tense) "IS" BABYLON = is most certainly NOT: "THE TRUE ISSUE FOR THIS TIME." RH A3:82. TM 59. Sept. 12, 1893. Now she deals with the "TIME" of the giving of the true: "BABYLON" Message = when the: "ANTICHRIST" will make his appearance. (SAME references = all IN CONTEXT!)

SDA ANTICHRIST = "...in the latter Times some shall depart from the Faith, [NOT from the Church!] "MANY will stand IN=OUR=PULPITS with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands = KINDLED from the Hellish Torch of SATAN."

TM 409. And their Sermon is given = 5T:211. "Those who have been considered as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in Apostasy." 5T:212. RINGLEADERS in the OMEGA of Apostasy. SM 1:204-5. MAXWELL & FROOM Books of a:"NEW ORDER" constitute this a:"NEW ORGANIZATION"

SM 1:204. Series B 2:54. That we are not to:"JOIN" for that would mean Apostasy from the Truth = for by this TIME = they have no Truth left. SM 2:390. But are in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS in which TIME = the "WISE" JOIN the mysterious:"PROCESSION!" that comes out of Nowhere = COL 4:6 = ".and the Door is SHUT!" It is all over = any who had CLOSES of PROBATION or who saw Rev. 18 "BABYLONs" in 1893 = were certainly out of TIME & PLACE!

SDA ANTICHRIST="...in the latter Times some shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and Doctrines of Devils."...the DANGERS to which THE CHURCH was to be exposed in the LAST DAYS...FALSE PROPHETS...FALSE TEACHERS, "who privily shall bring in DAMNABLE HERESIES...And MANY shall follow their pernicious ways." (YES! they will have the BIG FOLLOWING they are always DREAMING & SCHEMING about! the:"SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" = the,"CHURCH!" = called a,"CHURCH!" that your BLIND LAODICEAN PULPIT-THUMPER never reads about! The BIGGEST CHURCH shown in TM 16.)"...who privily shall bring IN = IN = IN = shall bring IN damnable Heresies...the...ANTICHRIST." PP 686.

"Just prior to the Great Day of God, a MESSAGE is sent forth to WARN the people to COME BACK to their allegiance to the LAW of God which ANTICHRIST (Brinsmead=Heppenstall) has broken down." 1T:76-7. 1846.

"THOSE WHO ARE IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS are not to become converted to/the World ...All that refuse to be
taught of God, hold the TRADITIONS of men. They at last
pass over on the side of the Enemy, (GC 608) against God,
and are written,"ANTICHRIST."... keep themselves in hand
to mold themselves, find in ANTICHRIST the center of their
union. While the two parties stand in collision, the Lord
"Many of those whom human estimation has placed FIRST will
be placed LAST, and those who have been put in the LOWEST
PLACE by men will be taken OUT=OF=THE=RANKS & made FIRST." 
"In the Last Days there are to be only TWO PARTIES."MM 133.
"Shall the PEOPLE=OF=GOD who are placed in POSITIONS=OF=
TRUST = voice the words of Satan against the CHILDREN=OF=
GOD?" ORIGINAL TM (SERIES "A"); 63. Nov. 17, 1891.
"America, and especially Battle Creek (RWH and Medical
Center), where the greatest LIGHT from Heaven has been
shining upon the people, can become the place of GREATEST
PERIL and DARKNESS... so that LIGHT will be regarded as
DARKNESS, and DARKNESS as LIGHT." ORIGINAL TM 122,124.
"We shall have more decided opposition to meet from those
who have DEPARTED from the FAITH. (Is that BILLY GRAHAM or
the CATHOLICS? What "FAITH" did they depart FROM? They
did not CHANGE their Religion = this has to be some one
who CHANGED(DEPARTED FROM!) what they ONCE believed!)
Those who were once STRONG TEACHERS, (BRINSMHEAD=WRIGHT=
FROM=HEPPENSTALL=MAXWELL=ANDERSON=RICHARDS=FAUL=FUCKER)
but who have FORSAKEN the way of the Lord, will=be=just=
as=STRONG (like CANRIGHT & on the SAME DOCTRINES!"FAITH
ALONE!" = "I AM SAVED! That is NOT Adventist Teaching.)
will=be=just=as=STRONG in their opposition of the Truth.
There is need now that our people be educated to put
their TRUST in God ALONE," LLM 116.
"Satan is working with men in prominent POSITIONS to sweep
away the FOUNDATIONS of our FAITH. Shall we allow this to
be done, Brethren?" LLM 134.
"Men who stand in very responsible POSITIONS at the Heart
of the Work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED them...to
TEAR DOWN what God has commanded to be built up... They
are WORSE, FAR WORSE, in the sight of God than the
"My Message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN=WITHOUT=
PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious
SOPHISTRIES... NOTHING but a DETERMINED EFFORT will break
the SPELL... I had my Orders... "MEET IT!" SM 1:196-206.
THE LEADERS forever setting themselves on a Pedestal to
be Worshipped as they follow in the Track of Romanism =
TM 362 = EW 223-5 = keep telling you (and most all Reform
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either AGREES or by SILENCE giving CONSENT!) that the Adventist Leaders will see you Thru = 144,000 will be SEALED or else:"THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY = EVERY ONE OF THEM!" = so that we are SAFE=SAFE=SOUND & SECURE=FROM=WITHIN! Is that so = ???

"Are we AWAKE to the work that is going on in the Heavenly Sanctuary, or are we WAITING (WAITING ABOUT THE SANCTUARY?) WAITING for some COMPPELLING POWER to come upon THE CHURCH before we shall AROUSE? Are we hoping to see the WHOLE CHURCH REVIVED? That TIME will NEVER COME...

We must enter upon the work INDIVIDUALLY...

"We have far=more=to=fear from WITHIN = than from WITHOUT. The hindrances to strength & success are far greater FROM THE CHURCH itself than from THE WORLD...

"What is our CONDITION in this fearful & solemn time? Alas, what PRIDE is prevailing in=the=CHURCH, what HYPOCRISY, what DECEPTION...God commands His servants,"Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, and SHOW my people their transgression, and the House of Jacob their SINS."...We have not the first reason for SELF-CONGRATULATION & SELF-EXALTATION...Let us AWAKE out of SLEEP.(and DREAMING!)" RH A2:121-2. Mar.22,1887.

THESE ARE THE WARNINGS GIVEN= in the midst of those "BABYLON" statements which your Preacher chooses to IGNORE & settles everything with:"THE CHURCH IS NOT BABYLON!" It was not in 1893 = because in 1893 the CATHOLIC CHURCH = and NO OTHER CHURCH = was the "BABYLON" of Rev. 18 = for THAT SPECIFIC:"BABYLON" did not yet EXIST! So how could the ADVENTIST CHURCH = or how could the CATHOLIC CHURCH = or how could ANY OTHER CHURCH = be the:

"BABYLON" that WAS NOT = ???

BUT WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE = ??? We came to the LAST"BABYLON" statement listed in TM 62. But what was MISSING there?

What was DELIBERATELY LEFT OUT or SWITCHED AROUND BACKWARDS? As they did in EW on the SEALING QUESTION.

NEXT PAGE = CONTINUING IN CONTEXT = SAME SUBJECT = COMING TO THE SUBJECT OF ALL SUBJECTS = HOW IS BABYLON FORMED?

"Associate YOURSELVES,(You see? NOT the Lord's "GATHERING" but the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LACDICEANS" in the FOOTNOTES MISSING from EW = but found in IT:180 the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans is that God throws down the Gauntlet and DARES the SDA CHURCH to CONFEDERATE and GATHER "YOURSELVES" = NOT the Lord's GATHERING = but "GATHER=YE-FIRST=THE-TARES" for the BURNING in KEY '73 with BILLY GRAHAM & THE CATHOLICS & call this:"CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" by the name of a GREAT "REFORMATION!" what Piffle!)
"Associate YOURSELVES, O ye people, and=ye=shall=be=
broken in pieces!...Take COUNSEL together, and it shall 
come to NAUGHT...for God is with US. For the Lord spoke 
thus to me...Say ye NOT a CONFEDERACY, to all them to 
whom this people shall say, A CONFEDERACY...Behold, all 
ye that kindle a FIRE...walk in the Light of your FIRE, 
and in the SPARKS that ye have Kindled. This shall ye 
have of mine hand, ye shall lie down in sorrow." (NEXT 
PAGE = after TM 62 and LEFT OUT of TM 62. RH A3:83.)

NEXT R&H ARTICLE = Ah! Yes! What was in the NEXT R&H 
ARTICLE = ??? Since we are going to Study this thing out 
PROPERLY = ??? And since NO CHURCH was the "BABYLON" of 
Rev. 18 because that "BABYLON" was not yet FORMED and 
the 4th. Angel that JOINS the 3rd. Angel at that TIME 
and in that LAND = is:"IN=A-MESSAGE=YET=FUTURE!" T888 
GC 383. (LEFT OUT of subsequent Books = WHY = ???) 
IN THE ORIGINAL BOOK she was not ready for the FINAL 
BABYLON for 189 PAGES! p.233-421. BABYLON #3 = 
AND IN THESE R&H ARTICLES = she did the SAME = !!!! 
The next Article = she took"LESSONS FROM THE CHURCH IN 
THE WILDERNESS." = The Golden Calf. The punishment of 
His people. The Rebellion against the prophet MOSES = 
the Lord has spoken "ONLY" thru MOSES? "Nath He not 

When we bring out the Truths the Lord has revealed to 
us because we hunted for them as for hidden Treasure = 
we also have the MOCKERS, the UPSTARTS, those:"UNSTABLE 
IN ALL THEIR WAYS" = like Moses own Sister Miriam who 
had to turn "WHITE AS SNOW" with LEPROSY.

"Mark the whole tenor of this chapter, and learn the 
Lesson it conveys to MODERN ISRAEL. These things were 
written for our ensamples upon whom the Ends of the 
World are come. We see the UNBELIEF, and the STOUT RE-
SISTANCE of some who have had GREAT LIGHT..."(SAME.)

NEXT R&H ARTICLE = we continue the same Theme. This Time 
we come to K&B= the Church-Leaders who did not try to 
get anyone OUT of the Church = but who tried to see how 
HIGH=UP=IN=THE=CHURCH they could get! They had:"FAITH!
in the:"MOVEMENT!" = "GOING THRU!" Moses did NOT! It 
would be a: "The TIME shall COME for such a MOVEMENT." 
1884 GC=ScP 4:296. "...and BEFORE the TIME for such a 
MOVEMENT shall COME, (Satan) will endeavor to PREVENT 
it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT." GC 464.
This is the LAODICEAN=BILLY GRAHAM GATHERING OF YOURSELVES!
This is the "GATHERING" first of the TARRES for BURNING!
And on to this Day. 
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Those whose MINDS have been so WEAKENED as to entertain such "PERFECTIONISM" notions that "THE CHURCH" has never "ERRED" - nor would it ever "ERR" according to the Scriptures = GC 57. NOT ONE who has such an idiosyncratic and egotistical mind = can give the Last Message. "God will NOT accept them." EW101.

As we come to the COMPARISON of Last Day ADVENTISTS with KD&A= this History to be Repeated just at the End = SOP 1:300,306. So we find in the middle of the "BABYLON" statements this WARNING = they may not be the "BABYLON" of 1844 - certainly NOT! Nor even in 1893 = but just the same perhaps the Ground is ready to open up for them = as it did for KD&A = or the Fire out of the Cloud that licked up the "250 Princes of Renown" = the full Autumn Council = or the PLAGUE that followed because they still after all that = did not know WHO the "BRETHREN" were!

"...place their entire DEPENDENCE upon their MINISTERS...

They make the MINISTER do their THINKING for them...They are SLOTHFUL servants, failing to improve the TALENTS God has given..." RH A3:87.

A DUAL WARNING= while some exalt the MINISTER to the place of God("The VOICE of God!!") = others determine that they will go to God "ALONE!" ("NO=MAN=NEEDED!") this Doctrine propogated by the AL FRIENDS =

"...while they have this spirit, God does not give them the Help they desire; for their PRIDE, their SELF-ESTEEM, their ERRONEOUS IDEAS, must be CORRECTED(the reason for Messengers)...they will be DIRECTLY taught of God, the Lord does not gratify their desire. The man who takes such a position is in DANGER of taking up with the VOICE of STRANGERS, and of being led into False Paths(CORNELIUS had to go to PETER)...If he had said, I will not be taught of ANY MAN, the Angel of God would have LEFT him to himself.(For God has appointed:"SOME" to be PROPHETS or TEACHERS for the edification of the Saints) =...we should avoid the TWO EXTREMES...We should not manifest a SUPERSTITIOUS ATTACHMENT toward our MINISTERS, and EXALT them to the place where God should be, neither should we IGNORE them...Let no one think that he will go away BY HIMSELF, and be taught of NO MAN, when it is the Order of God that HUMAN AGENTS shall instruct his people." (Read on!) RH A3:87-8. Oct.10,1893.

If the Holy Spirit does NOT come to EVERY MAN to instruct him PERSONALLY = but if the Spirit gives to:"SOME" = the work & order of the Ministry to be:"APOSTLES" = "PROPHETS" = "TEACHERS" to "TEACH ALL NATIONS" = should we not THANK the Lord that:"SOME" shall "UNDERSTAND!" -19-
YOU CAN CALL THEM "DEDICATED!" = you can pay God's TITHE to them to continue their BLEATING about how they will see you Thru! (to Hell!) = as they Bow down to the IMAGE of the BEAST in UNION with the other Churches in KEY '73 but still you do not See it = what better designation than to call them:"BLIND Leaders of the BLIND!" RH A3:89, Oct. 17,1893. Still in Context = but now see how the Muck-Rakers Union fixed it up! To improve on the Message from the Lord. To show the Lord how it should be done! As they did with the SEALING Truths, and now with the:"BABYLON!" references.

[1] Rome WAS the:"BABYLON!" of the DARK AGES in EUROPE.


[3] The Seventh-day Adventist Church was NOT the:"BABYLON!" of either Rev. 17 or of Rev.14 = nor was she the:"BABYLON!" of 1893.

[4] Nor was she the:"BABYLON!" that WAS NOT = the one that was:"YET FUTURE!" = the one that was:"TO COME!" = when the TARES would be:"GATHERED!" for the BURNING. Small comfort to be called:"TARES!" or:"FOOLISH VIRGINS!" or some other NAME or DESIGNATION if they are Cast into the SAME lake of Fire:"TOGETHER!" with the BEAST!

[5] So the Prophet showed PROGRESSIVELY what would happen WITH & IN the Seventh-day Adventist Church as she lik-ened them to:"KORAH, DATHAN & ABIRAM" the Church-Leaders that REBELLED against the Authority of:"ONE MAN!" the man MOSES = for was not the:"CONGREGATION HOLY!" every ONE of them? And this is the SIN and this is the REBELLION of the Seventh-day Adventist Church-Leaders that would be REPEATED = NOT in 1893 = but in the: "LAST DAYS!" and this is for SURE! 1870 Sop 1:300,306.

"BLIND PRESUMPTION...whose HOPES were HIGH...They had been FLATTERED by KORAH & his company until they REALLY BELIEVED (Yes! FROOM=KORAH & his Company led them to have "FAITH ALONE!" = based on NOTHING but HOT AIR! O! My! This will NEVER DO! This is not:"SCHOLARLY!")

BUT THIS IS "...until they REALLY BELIEVED themselves to be a very GOOD PEOPLE...A NEW ORDER...in which PRAISE (Do not find Fault!) PRAISE would be substituted for RE-PROOF...in their MURMURING they BLASPHEMED GOD, they were so DELUDED as to think themselves RIGHTEOUS...

"Do not the same evils still exist...? He who FAITHFULLY preaches God's Word, thereby CONDEMNING their sins, too often incurs their HATRED...Thus it is to-day...They had committed the Sin against the Holy Ghost..."LET HIM ALONE" is the Divine Command. Then"there remaineth no more sac-rifice for sins, but/FIERY INDIGNATION." -20- PP 400-5.
SO FOR THE MEMBERSHIP of the Adventist Church to receive all the: "DAMNATION!" they want = they do not have to be: "BABYLON!" in 1893 or any other time in fact = all they have to do is REPEAT the SIN of KD&A = the Church-Leaders. NOW WATCH CLOSELY: it is AFTER the ORIGINAL WRITINGS so very carefully listed the SIN and REBELLION of the CHURCH LEADERS in their Teaching of: "I AM SAVED!" (The Congregation is HOLY = EVERY=ONE=OF=THEM!) that this History would be Repeated and would cause their Doom = IT WAS AFTER THAT = that she listed the FINAL WRAP-UP of the History of this Church = as we have Recorded as we have gone progressively Step by Step from R&H ARTICLES in Order from July 25, 1893 straight thru to October 10, 1893 = that we now come to the Lord's evaluation of the TRUE CHURCH and the LAST CHURCH and the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT = this is an entirely DIFFERENT CHURCH = this is an entirely NEW CHURCH = this is the TRUE CHURCH = this CHURCH is going to find itself in a Battle to the Death with the slovenly LAODICEAN CHURCH OF DEATH & DRUGS & LOVE UNLIMITED = when the Lord said: "LOVE NOT......!"

BUT THIS HARLOT of 81:250 never could keep her:"LOVE!" under Control = and so we come to the Clash between the "TRUE CHURCH" = the "CHOSEN PEOPLE" = and the:"CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" = the:"CHURCH MILITANT" is NOT this LAST CHURCH = this:"CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"

So how do you suppose they fixed that up so no one should understand it = ??? Why - simple! As they have done 100 Times = put the LAST PART first = and the FIRST PART last. So what came in the ORIGINAL writings came AFTER TM 62 = if you want to read it in SEQUENCE, in CONTEXT, in ORDER= they VIOLATED the ORDER = and slipped it into TM 19-23. To make it look like THEY are this:"TRUE CHURCH" and the KD&A REBELLION against THEM! comes AFTER the:"TRUE CHURCH" appears! When the:"TRUE CHURCH" comes AFTER the other Church(SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!) goes into the KD&A CONDITION. In which God = to show who is:"SAVED!" = will again cause the Ground to open up for the CHURCH-LEADERS as:

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY & examples in INDIFFERENCE ... Their wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." 5T:212.

[IF you believe those Words just as their are Written and the page before as well = the FATE of those who RE-MAIN in the Adventist Pulpits & those who listen to them.]

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER = ! ! !" 5T:211.
SO HERE WE HAVE= what was Written in Sequence AFTER TM 62-
AFTER the Church goes into the KD&A condition - and now
likened to the:"DAVID!" condition = the ORGANIZED CHURCH
did NOTHING against the MEDICAL MOLOCH & GOLIATH = but
DAVID the anointed INDIVIDUAL used his Sling = and his
SUCCESS as the:"ANTI-POLLUTION" movement was born con-
trary to any HUMAN PLANNING so that now the WORLD itself
HONORS US = we are no longer the:"LUNATIC FRINGE" as the
Adventists called us =

WORLD OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALS are Won as Athletes steam to
Victory on:"WHEAT GERM!" = the Daughters of Zion singing
to the Victories of DAVID - whom the KING SAUL LEADER-
SHIP had driven into HIDING into the BUSH!

THE DAY IS NOW HERE= the:"CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" can no
longer:"DECEIVE & DELUDE" the:"CHOSEN PEOPLE" = "GOD HAS
A PEOPLE" = and the DIFFERENCE between this:"LITTLE COMP-
ANY" and the BIG POPULAR:"SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" is very
apparent if you now turn and read TM 16 all over again =
without LAODICEAN BLINDERS on and see the:"CHURCH!" that
is a:"SYNAGOGUE!" = who:"EXALT TREASON!"

THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD= [Ew 69] between the
two CLASSES is here called:"THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE
LAODICEANS!" which one is Right = those who GIVE it or
those who:"RISE UP AGAINST IT!" 1T:181.

THE MESS= that the FROMM brought into this Denomination
by TURNING their WEAPONS=OF-WARFARE against the Few & the
True that were still MILITANT against BILLY GRAHAM & BOB
LARSON & ORAL ROBERTS & PANNENBERG & PAXTON & other BABY-
LONIAN WOLVES=IN-SHEEP'S=CLOTHING brought into the Camp =
but instead of WARRING against these Rulers of the Dark-
ness of this World they TURN & ATTACK = their own! CAST
OUT 395,000 in 5 Years = now casting out entire CHURCHES!

"BE AFRAID OF THEM= They do not bear the DIVINE CREDEN-
TIALS. God has not given them any such burden of labor.
They would TEAR DOWN that which God would RESTORE by the

NOW THE QUESTION IS= do you want the TRUTH from the ORIG-
INAL WRITINGS = or do you want the FIXED-UP PATCHWORK
QUIT to go to Sleep with them = only to Wake up in the
7 Last Plagues? The SENSELESS MUMMERY from the Pulpits
is by her described as:"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS... MANY
will stand in=our=Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPH-
ESV in their hands = kindled from the Hellish Torch of
Satan!" TM 409. Is that what you want?

[Now you know how to Read = so read on & see much MORE!]
As the Third Angel's Message embodies the 1st. & 2nd. Angel's Messages = so the 4th. Angel's Message is partially a Repeat of the 3rd. Angel's Message. It is the "JOINING" of the 4th. Angel with the 3rd. Angel's Message that: "SwellS INTO THE LOUD CRY." 1884 GC=SoP 4:422. It is at this TIME that there is first a REAL "UNION" of Church & State, Church & Spiritualism, Church & Papists. The 3-fold UNION. By this TIME the Seventh-day Adventist Church is keeping SUNDAY. (Watch them next EASTER or CHRISTMAS.) All this is found in 1884 GC=SoP 4:424-427. (GC 606-608.)

At this TIME = Adventists will be our: "MOST BITTER ENEMIES." These "APOSTATES" will try to drag us thru the Courts. Even now they are calling in LAWYERS for the proposed ACTION. 5:1463. "ALL will be UNMASKED." ROMANISM has been called: "BABYLON!" So has PROTESTANTISM. So has COMMUNISM. So has the UNITED NATIONS. So has the WCC & NCC. BUT—WHO—HEARD—THIS—BEFORE=

"THOUSANDS upon THOUSANDS have never listened to words like these. IN AMAZEMENT they hear the TESTIMONY (STRAIGHT TESTIMONY?) hear the TESTIMONY that BABYLON=IS=THE=CHURCH=FALLEN...." 1884 GC=SoP 4:424. GC 606.

1884 GC=SoP 4:240. MAULED or LEFT OUT of GC 390= that ALL CHURCHES will be FALLEN = and God's people can no longer: "...remain in connection WITH THEM!" 240. (390.)

The same Thought in EW 261. The same Thought in SG 1:172-3,190-1. "Satan has taken FULL POSSESSION OF THE CHURCHES as a Body." EW 273. "The MAJORITY of CHURCH-MEMBERS know no tie but that which JOINS them to an ORGANIZED BODY...but they have NO CONNECTION with Christ...lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God; having a FORM of godliness, but denying the POWER thereof."...

"FROM=SUCH=TURN=AWAY." Be not DECEIVED by them, do not IMITATE their practices." 1884 GC=SoP 4:295. (All chewed up in your GC 463-5.)

The Babylon of Rev. 14 was not "COMPLETE" in 1844. She must make:"ALL NATIONS" drink of the Wine of the Wrath of her Fornication. She has not yet made all Nations do this. Therefore BABYLON #3= will be ROMANISM in the Old World, APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the NEW, united with MAXWELL'S UNIVERSALISM SPIRITUALISM = GC 388-390. "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD was on Board, that there could=not=be=one=left." EW 88,263.

But LOOK AGAIN= and look a little Higher = and there = high above the Earth = on a little narrow Pathway = "BOUND=TOGETHER=BY=THE=TRUTH" by the Truth = a "LITTLE COMPANY." 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS! -23- EW 88-9.
TIME MARCHES ON —!!! —!!!

THE LAST CHURCH—we will not attempt to take away the dubious HONOR from them. Of being the LAST Church! NOWHERE in Bible or Testimonies does the LAST Church make it! COL 4:6=the "WISE" join in the:"PROCESSION" and the Door is SHUT! Then the LAST Church = the FOOLISH VIRGIN Church. TM 730-57:21,101,83,136,463,211. RH A2:420. A3:292.

Comes dragging along = LAST = LOST = TOO LATE! Why be LAST? why be LOST? why be a FOOL? Even a:"COMPANION of FOOLS will be Destroyed!" = Prov. 13:20,23.

I know what the Problem is! It is the Cross of SEPARATION! Of obeying the Midnight Cry:"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" "Come OUT of Her = My people!"

TIME= takes us into the:"OMEGA" of their Apostasy! As far as they can go! Also called:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!"

1966=FROOM=ANDERSON & WEEKES laid the Plans to Teach:"IN COMMON!" with BILLY BABBING GRAHAM! (Ministry Mags.)

1969=They managed to Swing the Autumn Council to pass a Resolution to Teach:"IN COMMON!" with ALL CHRISTIANITY! RH Dec.18, 1969.

1970=The Omega of Apostasy = that MAXWELL BOOK! Calling on the:"ANTICHRIST!" to come!

1971=On a Special Day = calling all AWAKENERS back into the Church = just as they are! All set for =

1972=CHRISTMAS SEASON = fired the Starting Gun for the Big Barnum Special! the Greatest Show on Earth! The Clowning Act with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM & THE CATHOLICS!

1973=Was the Year of this Freak-Show! Which was only a Big Drip & a Fizzle! MILLIONS=OF=DOLLARS=LOST!

1974=The Bible Conferences held all across America. RH Aug.15, 1974. p.4-9,13-4. They will Re-build out of the Wreckage of KEY ’73 = and will be VICTORIOUS after all = 144,000 Strong! So also says=HOUTEFF=ROGERS=HUDSON=GROTHEER=FRIEND=LELIA WILKINSON=RADER=PESTES=DURST=DAISY MEYERS=HOPE TAYLOR=YAHVIM=NAGEL=HIEBERT=BRINSMead=and other Agents of the IMAGE.


1976=Calling in 30 of 200 SDA LAWYERS. For 2 Decades RAILING against:"LEGALISM!" and "LAW!" with:"NO WORKS!" "NO EFFORT!" = but now, as the SUNDAY=KEEPING CHURCHES = bringing in their own Brand of:"LEGALISM!" TO LAW! The last Gasp of a Dying Cause! SDA LEGALISM!

Keeping XMASS & EASTER leads to loss of HOLY SPIRIT! So to CONTROL the people seek to LAW! GC 443. "So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST."444-
"Again I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree on Earth as touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of My Father which is in Heaven. "For where two or three are gathered together in My Name there am I in the midst of them." Matt. 18:19,20.

In spite of this blessed Promise of our Lord = there are some men & women who will believe that God can not be among the FEW = as in the Days of Noah.

Their belief makes them go in search of a place where there are MANY people = thinking that in this LARGE GROUP is where God comes to hear them or be with them. Forgetting that the Lord can save by FEW = as well as by MANY.

Of such I say they never read the Bible or go by the Bible. Or they skimmed over the top - did not dig DEEP as for hidden Treasure. "STUDY to show thyself........"

If they go by the MULTITUDES, their Religion must be of the MULTITUDES, and share the Fate of the MULTITUDES. On the Broad Way to Perdition.............

"Corrupt & Blasphemous Priests & Popes" = issued a "BULL" = "Rome...determined to EXTERMINATE the HATED SECT...CONDEMNING them as HERETICS...This document.....is the Roar of the DRAGON." GC 77.(83).

When LUTHER forgot his superstitious regard for the: "MANY!" = when he could call the Pope's Legate:"An arrogant & babbling despot..." GC 136 = when he could call the Pope:"ANTICHRIST!" GC 139(115) = when he got rid of the idea of the:"MANY!" =

Then he was ready to understand the Truth of:"Justification by Faith." GC 140. Then he not only:"DESPISED" the Papal Bulls but:"ATTACKED!" them as:"IMPIOUS, FALSE ...ANTICHRIST!" GC 141-2.(118.)

Then he saw the Blessing of standing:"ALONE!" as did MOSES=ELIJAH=ISAIAH=EZEKIEL = "God NEVER selected as a Prophet either the HIGH PRIEST or any other great personage; but ordinarily He chose low & despised men, once even the shepherd Amos. IN=EVERY=AGE, the Saints have had to REPROVE the great, kings, princes, priests,
and wise men, at the peril of their lives...to make a stand ALONE..." GC 142-3. (118.)

When Luther understood the:"UNIVERSITIES" were:"Great Gates leading down to HELL!" GC 116. (140.) When ZWINGLE and others picked up this Theme, this:"LIGHT" that is to extend to the End of Time = GC 126, 148. (100,122.)

That Catholic Ritual, Pomp, and:WORKS" such as: Oaths of Poverty, long Pilgrimages, Offerings, Images, Invocation of the Virgin or the Saints, Pennance, the Ignorance, the Superstition, that the:"PARDON-MONGERS" had such Power = binding the poor Slaves of Ignorance by their cruel Fetters = GC 175-9.

Draining the Resources of the poor Peasants = by the Selling of:"ABSOLUTION" in exchange for TITHE = then Luther & Zwingle and others committed the greatest Sin of all: Told the people that God would hear them in a Barn, or out in the Field with the Oxen = as well as in that Great Cathedral with the:"MANY!" This was the FIRST PRINCIPLE of the taking of the POWER out of the hands of the:"MANY!" and placing it in the hands of the:"FEW!" = even where:"Two or three are gathered..in My Name!" This was the BEGINNING of the LIGHT on:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!"

ADVENTIST LEADERS BOAST how those in Africa travel many miles searching for the Church where there are the:"MANY!" people = what will such people do with the LIGHT of "MY FIRST VISIONS" = that the 144,000 come from all the World!

DO YOU KNOW WHY= we are interested in this:"LIGHT?"

One Sr. who saw me in her House = when there was the ATF/NTSWANE entanglement has been asking:"WHO=IS=PETER= SHIKUKU?" And one Sabbath this Sister met me in a House of another Brother.(I had gone with this Bro. of the House to his House because we were to go on from there to visit the Home of another Brother for a Bible Study.)

Entering this last House we found the Chairman of the "REM_NANT CHURCH" (A1 Friend's Group) and 4 other men. We greeted each other & sat down. Because we found them asking each other Questions in the Bible with answering, we had to remain silent until we got the drift of the Interest.

When this was ended the Chairman of the REMNANT CHURCH said, "Brethren, we came into this House a long time ago, we want now to depart, but before we go = You, Brethren, who have come after us = if you have any word new to tell us = you can do so."

The Brother with whom I was with(that is to say the Brother who owned this last House) took the opportunity to thank them for visiting him in these words:"I thank
you for visiting us. I am myself from Lenana School, I went to attend the Sabbath there. I am telling you there is a work at Lenana & I ask you let us unite & work with one heart the work of the Lord. I cannot say much." And with that he ended his Speech.

Here then the Chairman said,"Yes, I went there myself into the House of Peter Shikuku & met his Wife. We prayed together & I left word there that I was going to arrange how we can be sending men there to help the people, but after I had said this, I heard a report saying that I went there to disperse the people."

Another Brother said,"No, let me tell you. I see that you people, you do not want to say the truth. The truth is this, it has been said that whoever goes to Lenana School to attend the Sabbath there without the consent from the Chairman or from the REMNANT CHURCH AUTHORITIES (the ATF) = he has offended." Another Brother said we are still few, and if one leaves here or leaves this Group & goes there to Lenana = he has left behind no body, and that means no good.

Then another Brother said, "Brother Peter Shikuku, we have missed you many days, can we hear any word from you?" I said thank the Lord, I never knew I would meet you here, but this is the Will of God that we should meet today. Before I say anything, I would like to ask you a Question: "HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A CHURCH SOME WHERE WRITTEN THE CHURCH OF SATAN? HAVE YOU EVER MET A MINISTER SAYING I AM A MINISTER OF THE CHURCH OF SATAN?"

Then the Brother who has asked me to say a word, answered, Yes, I read in a certain paper that in America there is a Church under the name:"THE CHURCH OF SATAN."

Another Brother said, another Minister who was in America told them that he saw a Church of Satan. Here I asked them if they had heard what that Church teaches? They all said, No. Another Question: Here among us in this House, who among us is frankly or openly will say he is representing Satan? I can see every one of us is holding a Bible in his hand, DO YOU KNOW WHO IS SATAN AMONG US HERE? They said, No.

Then one Brother said, Satan is so Clever that he cannot show himself that he is Satan, he works secretly, in men. Here I said, When you profess to be workers of the Lord, you must also remember those on earth who see personally what you do. You cannot preach the Word of God in one House & in another House you go back-biting the Brethren, and then say you are:"Serving the Lord!"
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I said referring to Lenana Sabbath School that it seems if the REMNANT CHURCH has the Power to Authorize the forming of a prayer Group? Here the Sister who was wondering & who saw me last in her House said, "Let me end this your talk." I am very happy, God is Great, that I have met this Peter Shikuku here since the time Ntswane was in my House. We (WE = note this word: WE) WE do not know where he is meeting, we have never seen him. And I say this because I have seen him, saying in this matter, I was shown in a Dream one Night = that this Bible you are holding = it is what will Kill you. People will be sitting at the Table as you are just sitting. The Bible will be given to one man to read a Verse, after reading that Verse then he Dies. And another one reading and he Dies. If therefore Peter Shikuku has opened a Sabbath School he could come to us & tell us that here is the Sabbath School, I put it into your hands.(the Hands of the REMNANT CHURCH or in other words in the Hands of Al Friend who is their Master.)

Here I take it their Chairman knew that if this continues perhaps much more would be said, so he interrupt ed & said, Brethren, you know today is the Sabbath Day, and we are warned not to engage ourselves into unnecessary talk, etc. therefore please let us stop here.

Now to go back and consider the word:"WE." Meaning this Sister was not alone. If she was alone she would say:"I!" but because she said:"WE" = there were others, not just ONE, saying, "WHO is this Peter Shikuku?" We do not see him in our (REMNANT CHURCH. ATF.) Meetings since Ntswane was here is when we saw him last!

Yes, I was the first man to welcome Ntswane in NAIROBI in 1970 = RIGHT? You all ran away because you feared the Old Church = RIGHT? Pastor Buka when pressed with the Church denied the AWAKENING MESSAGE = RIGHT? And also denied Ntswane = RIGHT? I have Pastor Buka's letter to all Brethren apologizing to have offended the AWAKENERS by denying them & siding with the Church = RIGHT? Another man to keep Ntswane in his House was Bro. Francis Essanya Okulo = RIGHT?

Why do you not come and ask me why I do not come again in your House? Is your House the Holy Temple that we all must come there & give our Sacrifice in there? Yes, it was in your House that I got a Lesson that you all refused Ntswane because of MONEY, but not because of what he was Teaching. Why so? Because Al Friend whom you honor is Teaching the SAME TEACHINGS as does Ntswane. Only one
difference, that Ntswane wanted you to go BACK into the
Church, but your Sponsor had advised you NOT to go back
in the Church right now = but that is where you are Head-
ing even now. The Doctrine being the SAME.
PROOF-POSITIVE = "!!! "THE NEW COVENANT GOSPEL LIBERATOR"
QUESTION = "Quite often we are met with the Question as
to the DIFFERENCE between our beliefs & those of the SDA
Church in general."
REPLY = "The ANSWER to that Question is quite simple to
state. So far as fundamental, basic Bible teaching is
concerned, there is little that is DIFFERENT..." p.14.ATF.
THEN WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?
(This is a joint Statement by Peter Shikuku & H.Hoehn.)
There is a School of Thought = adhered to by ROGERS=HOUT-
EFF=RIEND=BRINSMEAD= that the Adventist Ministry will
Fall= and another people will arise to take their place
in the SEALING TIME of 144,000 Adventist Church-Members.
Check it out and you will see this Thought cropping up
every little while in the Writings of 1958 DAISY MEYERS=
RIEND= sponsored her= BRINSMEAD quoted her in places word=
for=word= 1964 the "BIG FOUR" made the same attempt as
the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" in 1959= the END of the SDA MINISTRY
and ROGERS=WRIGHT=RIEND=WRIGHT would take over. 1964.
1967=GROTHEER tried. The "END" of Probation for the SDA
"CORPORATE BODY" = yet, strangely = they will AFTER THAT!
Give the:"LOUD CRY!" and bring in that Mythical:"MULTI-
TUDE!" This is the Battle in the Day of the Lord. EW 69.
By this Teaching = Satan is trying his every Art to HOLD
THEM where they are! That is why this Class do NOT believe
the Truth of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. That you must go OUT
to be SEALED! But according to their Teaching you must
stay IN = in order to be SEALED. For the SEALING takes
place WITHIN the Ranks of the Church = not OUTSIDE the
Ranks. Thus they have NO EXCUSE FOR EXISTING = except-
ing as THE NEW LEADERS of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church - waiting in the Wings to take over.
"And all the demons of hell combined with all the old
covenant church elders, pastors, and Conference Workers
cannot stop its progress NOW! Why? Because that hour has
struck (What? Again?) on God's great time clock...."ATF.
p.D(back cover)= March, 1976. (BUKA=NTSWANE SPECIAL!)
This same:"LIBERATOR" = the entire Issue given over to
Feature: "LELIA S.WILKINSON" = 144,000 holy Adventists
SEALED as they give the:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" not "TO"
the LAODICEANS = but "FROM" the Laodiceans in a LOUD
CRY to the World. p.8. -29-
DO WONDERS NEVER CEASE = ??? The Adventist Church = as a
"CORPORATE BODY" was FINISHED in 1964 (AL FRIEND=ROGERS=
WRIGHT) = FINISHED in 1967 (COURTESY OF GROTHEER) = yet
in 1975 at the Home of Marie Ireland = GROTHEER brought
the "NEW LIGHT" = that 144,000 Adventists would give the
alleged:"LOUD CRY!" = bring in that "INNUMERABLE MULTI-
ITUDE" that no FROOM could NUMBER!
IN A LETTER TO THE GENERAL CONFERENCE = Aug. 24, 1974 =
ATF usurps the Authority of the Lord who calls for:"MEN
OF GOD'S APPOINMENT" to give the Straight Testimony
"TO" (not FROM!) the LAODICEANS! PK 187 = but in this
ATF LETTER printed in "LIBERATOR" that LIBERATES=FROM=
ALL=PRESENT=TRUTH = Nov.-Dec. 1974 = ATF calls on the SDA
MINISTRY to give the:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to THEMSELVES!
Sept.-Oct. 1976 = p.18= he calculates how many SDA CHURCH
MEMBERS will be SEALED = 1 in 17 = !!! 144,000 from some
2,448,000. Isn't that Lovely!
May - June 1975 = the "ADMIXTURE" of the "OLD" and "NEW"
Covenants is a Source of:"CONFUSION!" (BABYLON?)
Sr. White "ADMIXTURED" them in PP 370-373. In the OLD
INDEX = p.258 = under:"COVENANT" = some FOOL put in there,
that there was:"NO SAVIOUR" in the Old Covenant = and the
Reference given is PP 372. Read it for yourself to see
if you can come to such a Stupid Conclusion!
"Those who cherish the view that there was NO SAVIOUR in
the OLD DISPENSATION, have as dark a veil over their un-
derstanding as did the Jews who rejected Christ."SM 1:232.
ATF="There is NO SALVATION in the OLD COVENANT. WHY? Be-
cause it has NO DIVINE MEDIATOR." p.3. April 1976.
(All Emphasis through these papers = ours.)--
EGW= "The COVENANT of GRACE was FIRST made with man in
Eden...To all men this COVENANT offered PARDON, and the
assisting GRACE of God for future OBEDIENCE through FAITH=
IN=CHRIST...This promise pointed to CHRIST. So Abraham
understood it, and he trusted in CHRIST for the forgive-
ness of sins. IT=WAS=THIS=FAITH that was accounted unto
him for RIGHTEOUSNESS." PP 370.
EGW= "The COVENANT of GRACE is not a new Truth, for it
existed in the mind of God from all Eternity. That is why
it is called the EVERLASTING COVENANT." "THE FAITH I LIVE
EGW= "God's work is the SAME in all Time...The Teacher is
the SAME in both Dispensations...For all proceed from Him
"with whom is no variableness, neither shadow of turning."
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[SOMAY! Again we ask you to go by the PAGE = find p.31.]

[3] Did you see the:"TEN VIRGIN PARABLE" by Ann Demichael that explains this in detail = that as this:"MOVEMENT" or:"PROCESSION" shows up = the SLEEPING SDA PREACHERS (2T:337) preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE (5T:457) if they kept Preaching as they DREAM ON = they would SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH! (8T:304. 1T:263. TM 182.) so the Lord sends this 11th. Hour:"PROCESSION" to WAKE THEM=FROM=THEIR=DEATH=SLEEP! Is that RIGHT?

[4] The "WISE" join the THRONG = and the "DOOR-IS-SHUT!" Probation is OVER = BEFORE=THE=LOUD=CRY! Is that RIGHT? (Even your ATF says "HOEHN" is RIGHT in Doctrine but WRONG in "SPIRIT!" so now it is the "WRONG SPIRIT" that leads into:"ALL TRUTH!")

[5] The "FOOLISH" also at this point - "JOIN" something= they go to the "OIL" Salesmen= to the BILLY GRAHAM= the BOB LARSON= the PANNENBERG= the ORAL ROBERTS= and now by the DOZEN= they PAY them as much as over:$2,000.oo for 2 Meetings = to come unto Her! The 8T:250 HARLOT! GC 608. Calling on the BABYLONIANS to come to show them how to "Win souls to Christ!" with "I AM SAVED!" and "THE CURSE OF THE LAW!" and "LEGALISM!" = as they set up their own Brand of BABYLONISH "LEGALISM!" the COMMANDMENTS OF MEN to FORC you by LAW (LEGALISM!) to keep their EASTER on their SUNDAY! The FOOLISH do this WITHOUT ANY LAW! Just as the "STORM APPROACHES" the SDA Leadership keep SUNDAY! GC 608. 5T:463. So you see why we do NOT go along with the FOOLISH ADVENTISTS!

Nor the FOOLISH AWAKENING that in one breathe CONDEMN the SDA LEADERSHIP = set TIME-BOMBS under them = and in the next breathe the SDA LEADERSHIP will give the "LOUD CRY" = 144,000 Strong! These are FAKES = COUNTERFEITS!

They do NOT believe in "EVENTS" in their Order! They want the COUNTERFEIT 3-fold UNION to go through = DRUGS and BILLY GRAHAM and CATHOLICS and EASTER=SUNDAY & all! Not a Repentance in a Train-Load of them!!!

THE COUNTERFEIT: "GATHER YE FIRST the TARES = for the BURNING...and AFTER THAT...and AFTER THAT = the WHEAT!"

"A MOVEMENT shall COME = but BEFORE the Time for such a MOVEMENT shall COME = Satan will seek to PREVENT it by...

[READ THIS FROM= GC 464 & 1884 GC-Sop 4:296 and see =]

THE COUNTERFEIT! and no GENUINE in SIGHT! The GENUINE="SHALL COME!" = "SHALL COME!" = ask the 5-Year Old Class what that Means = !!! If it is to:"COME!" is it HERE?

IN AUSTRALIA = they put out NEW MONEY. Then CANADA did the same. COUNTERFEIT MONEY that we call:"FUNNY MONEY!"

FooLED EVEN THE BANKS= before they knew =
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what the REAL MONEY looked like! And so the CLEVER DEVIL brings a "COUNTERFEIT" before the TRUE MOVEMENT is to "COME!" and "MULTITUDES will exalt" (GC 464) as they GO - TO - THOSE = WHO = SELL = the COUNTERFEIT OIL = !!!! All ready to take off any minute now = with WONDERS & MIRACLES & HEALINGS & EXORCISMS & CHARISMATICS & TONGUES! 

"...and those who are charmed with them NOW, or give them the least countenance NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to act a PART with the Devil THEN...It is now just Beginning...These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:51-3,54,95. AL FRIEND= is all set to be swept in with the Adventists = assuming the prerogatives of God = instead of this OUTSIDE "PROCESSION" waking up the "WISE" in the Church to "GO YE OUT to meet Him!" =

SATAN = AL FRIEND = GROTHEER = HUDSON = LELIA WILKINSON = ROGERS = SAMUEL ROBERTS = JOSEPHINE WIDEN = YAHVISTS = and 1,000 other FALSE PROPHETS = bleating louder every day = calling on the FROOMS and the PIERSONS to LEAD THEM ONCE AGAIN! Into the Maws of DEATH!

"LIBERATOR" for Nov.-Dec. 1976 = calls on Adventists to NEVER MIND God's little "COMPANY" = a "MOVEMENT" = a PROCESSION" to "COME!" = but the ATF calls on the SDA = to give the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" = to themselves! Thus the: "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" is "FROM!" the LAODICEANS! and not: "TO!" the Laodiceans! Ask your 5-Year Old to EXPLAIN this! (The above found on p.14. And on p.15 = it appears the BUKA is pulling in MONEY & TRUCKS & JEEPS from the SDA = the ATF = the RDB = the FTW = from ANY and from ALL!)

PETER SHIKUKU= asked for no MONEY. With his Friends he HIRED the Hall = all by themselves! And now has a Mailing List started. Now we ask for Americans to send an Offering to Help the TRUE MESSAGE = direct to Bro. Peter or to St. Ann = our Sectr.-Treasurer.

NOTICE! Postal Rates going up Jan. 1, 1977-so we are trying to get this Paper in the Mail before that Date. To some in AFRICA - this is YOUR ONE-TIME MAILING! WRITE to be kept on or to receive the FULL MAILING going out now. Which will be sent to you if you WRITE.

NOW BACK TO THE PETER SHIKUKU LETTER:

"I honor what Christ said, For where two or three are gathered in My name, THERE am I in the midst of them." Matt.18:20. So I will not mind what will be your thinking when you read this Paper, but bear in mind that Christ did not come for the RIGHTEOUS = "But go ye and learn ye what that meaneth...I am not come to call the RIGHTEOUS but SINNERS to Repentance." Matt.9:13. 38
Dreams—(of False Prophets. SM 2:72-100, 113, 147-153.) ... Do you think we can go with what the Devil has caused some one to Dream? Where in the Bible do we read that each and every one will be given a Bible to read, then after reading he Dies? Is that the Bible Teaching of the Fate of the Wicked = to read a Verse and then Die? Is this the Forming of another Religion = of the Dreamers? 

**DESTINY OF THE WICKED**—"For the time is come that Judgment must BEGIN at the House of God: and if it FIRST begin at us, what shall be the End of them that obey not the Gospel of God?" 1 Peter 4:17.

"The Soul that sinneth, it shall Die." Eze.18:4.

"The Lord preserveth all them that love Him: but all the Wicked shall He destroy." Psa. 145:20.


I can not list here all the Bible references about the destiny of the Wicked for there are Hundreds, but NONE of them says of being handed the Bible to read as the Sister claims, and then Die!

My Bible says to LOOK and LIVE! The Word is LIFE!

**THE COMPANY THAT GIVE THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY**—(1T.181-2.)

"I saw a COMPANY who stood well guarded & firm, and would give NO COUNTENANCE (no recognition = no Time of Day) to those who would unsettle the established Faith of the Body." SG 1:168. EW 258.

**THE ESTABLISHED FAITH** = certainly NOT being anything dreamed up by those denying the Faith to be IN COMMON with their Babylonish Masters. As in R&H. Dec. 18, 1969.

"A solid immovable PLATFORM ... the FOUNDATION ... Some with rejoicing immediately stepped upon it. Others (FROOM and PIERSON 1966 to 1976) commenced to find FAULT with the laying of the FOUNDATION ... They wished IMPROVEMENTS made ... they were fighting against Him ... Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers to the Apartment which Jesus has LEFT ...

I saw FALSE REFORMATIONS EVERYWHERE ... people will yet be called OUT from these Churches, before the Plagues shall be poured out ... LEAVE the FALLEN Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT." SG 1:169-173.

Who do those ask about the Lenana School Sabbath School or Services? if they are the AL FRIEND or the NTSWANE or the HOEHN = as if we worship man? This Question I am asking the CHAIRMAN of your REMNANT (ATF) CHURCH.
You came Personally to inform us you would discuss this with us, but you failed. Instead I happened to meet you in this Brother's house where some "SPIRIT" [LUTHER said to the "SPIRIT", people= "I hit your spirit on the Snout!"] This "SPIRIT" wanted us to turn the Meetings over to the MAN (the ATF) who has been Preaching for 20 Years that no: "MAN!" should lead! Yet he and Grotheer BOTH who SNEER at some: "MAN!" and "MAN-WORSHIP!" themselves want the "MAN" in the Adventist Pulpit = "..with the Torch of False Prophecy in his hands = kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409. That "MAN" they cannot break away from = they ask him to LEAD! To give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY, to give the MIDNIGHT CRY, to give the "LOUD CRY!" For is he not the INFALLIBLE = the PREDESTINATED = the HOLY FATHER? THEY LEARNED WELL IN THE ADVENTIST COLLEGE = "The mind in which ERROR has once taken possession can NEVER expand freely to Truth, even after investigation. The OLD THEORIES will claim recognition. The UNDERSTANDING of things that are true & elevated & sanctifying will be CONFUSED. Superstitious ideas will enter the mind, to MINGLE with the TRUE, and these ideas are always DEBASING in their influence...they have UNBALANCED the minds of those... so-called WISE MEN... POISONED with ERROR themselves, they have watched every opportunity to sow the seeds of DOUBT in other minds." MM 89-91.

THAT IS WHY in this Last Work = "FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged. They are SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT of God, and He CANNOT USE THEM!" 5T:80.

WHO THEN DOES HE CALL? Those NOT TRAINED in LITERARY INSTITUTIONS! GC 606. This will only MADDEN the Church Leaders. GC 607. TM 70. He will call the "HIDDEN ONES" the "WEAK & HESITATING" who let others run over them, but no more! They will be "AS DAVID!" 5T:81.

As Christ chose FISHERMEN and NOT those TRAINED by the RABBIS = so again He calls men from the: "PLOW!" 7T:270. This is in the "CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth." "The Voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. Boldly will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. RH A6:34,382.

We have much DOCUMENTATION = HISTORICAL RECORDS of =
(A) What they have done. (B) What Sr. White said they would do. (C) What did the PREDICT they would do NEXT? Do you want to come to Hear? You heard the FALSE TIME PROPHETS = now come to Listen to the TRUTH! EW 69.

THIS IS A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
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PETER SHIKUKU,
Lenana School, Box 30253,
NAIROBI, Kenya. East Africa.
"My COVENANT will I not BREAK, nor alter the thing that is gone out of my lips." Psalms 89:34.

"For I am the Lord, I CHANGE NOT..." Malachi 3:6.

"Jesus Christ the SAME yesterday, and to-day, and for ever." Hebrews 13:8.

"It is presented to me that SPIRITUAL FABLES are taking many captive...these UNHOLY FANCIES, I would say, STOP; for Christ's sake, STOP right where you are. You are on FORBIDDEN GROUND." "THE FAITH I LIVE BY" p.366. MM 101.

EGW="The ONLY means of Salvation is provided under the Abrahamic COVENANT." FAITH I LIVE BY. 78. ST Sept.5,1892.

WE ARE CONTINUALLY ASTONISHED that Adventists everywhere (and for Writers it is UNFORGIVABLE!) that they will take a Notion = and make it PART of their Religion = and NEVER go to the INDEX! And so the Enemies of God have infiltrated the Adventist Church with the BABYLONISH TRADITION that the Law given on Sinai COULD NOT BE KEPT = which, if True - is an IMPEACHMENT against God that He would give such a LAW.

Yet a casual look at the INDEX will reveal the Refer- ences that the Law should be kept, yes = 200! And a glance at the INDEX will show the DIFFERENCE between: "CEREMONIAL" = "CIVIL" = GOD'S = HEALTH = HUMAN = MORAL = MOSAIC = NATIONAL = NATURE'S = and MORE!

So why all this GABBLING about "LAW" done away with?

To listen to the AWAKENING PROPHETS one would think he fell into the Lower Basement of the Tower of BABEL!

In Harmony with the Devil who declares it CANNOT BE KEPT! This was his first Religion in Heaven:

Why then are God's people to Repair it = ??? The Breach.

Why are those CONDEMNED who do not keep it = ???

Why is it the STANDARD in the JUDGMENT = ???

How can those who DENY it can be kept = ever KEEP it?

Why is the Great Controversy over this Point = ???

Why is Satan WROTH with those who do keep it = ???

Why is it Written: "Here are they that KEEP....???"


EGW="The people of Israel were at this TIME = LOYAL to God; and so long as they CONTINUED in OBEDIENCE to His LAW, no power in Earth or Hell could prevail against them..." FAITH I LIVE BY. p.331. GC 529,530.
WE DO NOT GO ALONG with Adventist Leaders who say there was "no SAVIOUR" in OLD COVENANT! OLD INDEX p.238 under: "COVENANT" & they have the DIABOLISM to point to PP 372. Where it tells you in Language as Strong as human beings can bear = the "NEW" only:"RATIFIED!" the "OLD."

MAY NOT MEET = on the Sabbath - the Day to Learn TRUTH & not LIES! And have your Study & then a QUESTION PERIOD where you can bring up SUBJECTS. "COVENANTS" = did God make a Mistake when He gave it? "LAW" = "I AM SAVED!" (When Billy Graham, Brinsmead, and the Adventist Ntswane gets done with you = you come out of the Meeting shouting:"I AM SAVED!" Glory! HALLELUJAH!"(or Hallucination?) and:"AMEN!" (See:"SPIRITUALISM" = GC 554-559.)

But when Christ was done speaking to the people they turned and looked at each other:"IF THESE THINGS BE SO = WHO THEN CAN BE SAVED = ???" (Can you find that in the Bible? Can you find what the Testimonies say about that?)

Do you think MULTITUDES will come RUSHING to our Meetings seeking this Truth = ??? What was the SIN and what was the TEACHING of the Church-Leaders = KD&A? Will this Sin be Repeated among Seventh-day Adventists? SoP 1:300, 306. PP 395-405. Here it tells you what the Sin against the Holy Ghost is. Is the VOICELESS PROPHECY right on that Subject? That if you pass the Boundary of Hope = you LOSE = ALL=DESIRE=FOR=RELIGION! There never was a BIGGER LIE = ever told! When the JEWS passed the Boundary of Hope = they had MORE=RELIGION=THAN=BEBFORE! GC 431,491,615.

Do they not go from Sea to Sea seeking the Lord = do they FIND Him? Is that not when their PROBATION is OVER? Do they not in fact set up the BIGGEST RELIGIOUS MONOLITHIC COMBINE=COMPLEX just when their PROBATION IS PAST? GC 464.

Did not JUDAS seek:"REPTANCE with many Tears" = AFTER his FATE was FIXED = ?? Did not the Devil do the SAME? Did not KD&A stand with Censors in their hands = professsed:"RELIGION!" = right to the Ground opening up?

What is this ADVENTIST LIE = ??? Does not the Adventist Preacher stand right in the Pulpit handing you:"THE TORCH OF FALSE PROPHECY?" TM 409 = see the Subject of his LAST SERMON just before the SLAUGHTERING ANGEL cuts him DOWN = and ALL who LISTEN to him! "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" 5T:211-2.

DO WE COMMIT A GREAT UNPARDONABLE SIN= to tell you these things? Or to point out where the ATF = goes chasing after ADVENTIST TRADITION = as you saw he ADMITS on p. 29. That his Religion is not much DIFFERENT from the ADVENTIST RELIGION! Then why have a:"REFORM?" To "REFORM" what? We said right along = these people are not:"REFORMERS!" They are the Great "COUNTERFEIT!"
"PRESENT TRUTH" (ATF) = Sept.-Oct. 1976, p. 20. You find a typical ATF approach. SNEERING at "RODS" = "ROENTIES" = the "LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" (ROGERITES! If he does not believe in ROGERITES why does he FOLLOW ROGERS = ???) (Then the Adventist Leaders are the:"BLIND leading the BLIND." and these so-called:"OFFSHOOTS" only:"REHASH" the OLD "Traditions of the Elders.")

THEN = RIGHT THERE = same "NEW COVENANT" BLATT = same page = he repeats as the:"GOSPEL TRUTH" one of the OLD-EST "TRADITIONS" of the BLIND Leaders of the BLIND ATF's! No matter how many Times he reads the Truth = he prefers the "TRADITIONS" of the Laodicean Elders!

WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT? (from the above Blatt.)

THE ATF = "Where is to be found a "General Conference" official who is able, - like Gamaliel - to do just a little bit of simple reasoning? Gamaliel possessed enough common sense to know that where there are COUNTERFEITS, there has to be the GENUINE! There is no such thing as a COUNTERFEIT movement where there is no GENUINE movement! IMPOSSIBLE!..." p. 20. The ATF BLATT.

(Then follows a Tirade against the Blind Church leading the Blind Reformers - especially with WIELAND calling people BACK into the Old Church: "a "re-run" of the SAME OLD, THREAD-BARE TWADDLE..." p. 20. ATF BLATT.

HERE WE HAVE = a "RE-RUN" of one of the Oldest of Adventist Traditions. "Hory=with-age." That makes the Truth of Non-effect. That where there is a:"COUNTERFEIT" there HAS to be a GENUINE! (Meaning THE ATF!!) (The only Genuine!)

AS STUBBORN AS THE DEVIL = the ATF refuses to believe the plain Teaching of the Testimonies. He said it right on p. 29 of this Paper = that he and the Adventist Church teach "LITTLE THAT IS DIFFERENT!" Even so. We said that for 16 years. But we prefer it if he says it himself.

AS "FAR AS WE ARE CONCERNED"...we differ from the Adventist Church on almost every basic Point! Especially since the Disgrace of MISSION=KEY '73 = that the FRIENDS & the GRO-THERS & the BRINSMEADS & the WRIGHTS = and all the others of the AWAKENING CLAN are strangely SILENT about! The OMEGA of all APOSTASY = all wrapped up in that MAXWELL BOOK of a "NEW ORDER" that constitutes this a "NEW MOVE-MENT" SM 1:204 that we are not to:"JOIN" for that would mean:"APOSTASY from the TRUTH" for they have NO TRUTH LEFT! SM 2:390. This is what:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" means.

Now go to GC 464. (1884 GC=SoP 4:296). Make this the Subject for a Sabbath School Study = make a Chart on the Wall. Do your Home-Work. Ask the Children what they see in this. What will the WISE discover? -33-
HERE WE SEE THE MOST IMPORTANT TEACHING = in all the Testimonies = that there is a:"COUNTERFEIT!" and NO GENUINE!
In EW 88 & 263 = Sr. White was shown this:"COUNTERFEIT" that we would have to meet:"FACE to FACE!" And she saw NO GENUINE! "It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board" this COUNTERFEIT = "There could not be ONE LEFT!" EW 88,263.
Then go thru the Teaching of this COUNTERFEIT listed and catalogued in the SAME CHAPTER in the SAME BOOK = GC 464-473. Pick them out = Point by Point = and SEE how many or ALL of these = the COUNTERFEIT AWAKENING is Teaching as well as the Church = who swore in the Autumn Council in R&H. the Adventist Xmass Present to the Church. Dec. 18, 1969. To Teach:"IN COMMON" with those on that TRAIN! In fact = to LEAD THEM! This is the BIG AMBITION of the Present PIERSON ADMINISTRATION = to do ANYTHING = so they can LEAD=THE=MULTITUDES=ON=THAT=DEVIL=S=TRAIN! Even to calling for the ANTICHRIST to come. GC 624.

They no longer want to stand:"ALONE!" or Flee to the isolated Places. NO! They will STAY! and LEAD=THE=VAN!
SEE THE ALL=NEW PLAN OF THE ADVENTISTS! SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = another XMAS Present! DECEMBER 1976 = p.12. Never mind the SLY PSYCHOLOGY before or after = just read 10 SENTENCES there! The TRUTH about HELL & the SABBATH is no longer NEEDED for CONVERSION! You can be:"SAVED!" by believing the WINE=OF=BABYLON! This is 1977 ADVENTISM! This is PREDICTED in detail = (not important enough to list in any INDEX under:TRAIL" or under:"DUST") = that they would let the BANNER trail in the DUST!

LAODICEAN BLINDNESS! "To LOWER the Standard in order to secure POPULARITY & an increase of NUMBERS, and then to make this increase a cause of rejoicing, shows great BLINDNESS. If NUMBERS were an evidence of success, Satan may claim the pre-eminence..."A COMPANY WAS PRESENTED BEFORE ME under the:"NAME" of Seventh-day Adventists, who were advising that the BANNER, or sign, which makes us a distinct people SHOULD=NOT=BE=HELD=OUT=SO=STRIKINGLY; for they claimed that this was not the best POLICY...["Principle, right, honesty, should ever be cherished. HONESTY will not tarry where POLICY is harbored. They will NEVER agree; one is of BAAL, the other of God."4T:607.]

"...But this is not a Time to haul down our Colors, to be ASHAMED of our Faith. This distinctive BANNER, described in the words,"Here is the patience of the Saints: here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the FAITH of Jesus," is to be borne through the World to the Close of Probation...there is to be no CLOAKING of our Faith to secure patronage..."
"TRUTH...if it is in any way HIDDEN...the BLOOD of Souls will be upon our Garments..."Them that honor Me I will honor." 1 Samuel 2:30...NEVER, from COWARDICE or worldly POLICY, let the TRUTH of God be placed in the BACKGROUND. Many today have VEILS over their faces. These VEILS are SYMPATHY with the CUSTOMS & PRACTICES of the World, which HIDE from them the Glory of the Lord...the STANDARD is to be elevated HIGHER & HIGHER to meet the requirements of the Bible. THIS=WILL=NECESSITATE=OPPOSITION=TO=THE=FASHIONS, CUSTOMS, PRACTICES, and MAXIMS of=the=World...DE-CIDED SEPARATION!" 6T:143-146. 9T:230-236,242.

"The Religion of Jesus is endangered...WORLDLY POLICY is taking the place of true piety & wisdom that comes from above, and God will remove His prospering hand from the Conference. Shall the ARK of the COVENANT be removed from this people? Shall IDOLS be SMUGGLED in? Shall false principles & false precepts be brought into the SANCTUARY? Shall ANTICHRIST be respected?...

"This is directly where the Enemy, through BLINDED, UN-CONSECRATED MEN, is leading us...Like Uzzah, they are attempting to steady the ARK which belongs to God...

"Except the Lord build the House, they labor in vain that build it...And shall the pen or voice STOOP to bestow LAURELS(EW 282. GC 656.) upon those who have been LEADERS in carrying the BANNER of SATAN, declaring that the institution of the Papacy(Xmass=Easter) shall receive HONOR? (SUNDAY=Dec.19,1976=SDA VANDENAM "IT IS WRITTEN" Programme = BC-TV = no person could ever guess this was a Seventh-day Adventist Programme = it was CATHOLIC = BAAL- PRIEST = from Start to Finish! Watch those Theological CLOWNS come next EASTER=SUNDAY!"

"This is directly where the Enemy, through BLINDED, UN- CONSECRATED(TM 409) MEN, is leading us...Shall ANTICHRIST be respected? ("RESPECT NOT the PROUD = nor such as turn aside to LIES!" Psa.40:4. RH A6:341,323. B2:10.)

"AWAKEN THE CHURCH FROM ITS SLUMBERS...to those who were most SEPARATE from the CUSTOMS & PRACTICES of a World lying in wickedness...will the Lord communicate LIGHT from Heaven...TO THEM He will express His mind...the most SEPARATE from display, and vanity, and pride, and love of motion...A BANNER has been placed in our hands..."HERE ARE THEY that KEEP the Commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." This is a distinct, SEPARATING Message."CWE 95

"To the LAW & to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this Word, its is because there is NO=LIGHT=IN=THEM." SM 2:76.
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Certainly we cannot say = like ATF can say = that he believes or Teaches = almost the SAME as the Adventists!
1903 = was the: "ALPHA" of Adventist APOSTASY! SM 1:197.B2:15.
1973 = was the: "OMEGA" of as = far = as = they = can = go APOSTASY!
40 Years in the Wilderness with FROOM = a total of 70 Years brought us the 3-fold UNION with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS trying to give the:"LOUD CRY!"
What an ABOMINATION! The only thing WORSE than that = was that MAXWELL BOOK! The denial of the entire THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE! Not done in a Corner but FEATURED over:"FAITH FOR TODAY" the LARGEST SDA TELECAST PROGRAMME IN THE WORLD!
Given away FREE by the Semi-Trailer TRUCK=LOADS!!
Calling on the GC 624 "ANTICHRIST" to come!

PEETER SHIRKU = has been given much of this PROOF & DOCUMENTATION. Ask him to show you PROOF of how there can be a:"COUNTERFEIT" Movement as described in GC 464 = with NO GENUINE AROUND! Ask the CHILDREN to tell you by reading GC 464 = a real Genuine:"MOVEMENT" is to:"COME!"

Does that Teach = the TRUE:"MOVEMENT" is HERE = ???
If the TRUE:"MOVEMENT" is to:"COME" = ???
Some of these Adventist Preachers like the Catholic Priests in the DARK AGES = do not even understand basic KINTERGAR- TEN ENGLISH! Ask the Children! Something that GC 464 says is to:"COME!" = is that something that is:"HERE!" = ???
GC 464 = the Page of all the Pages of the Testimonies = says a:"MOVEMENT" is to:"COME!" but BEFORE=THE=TIME for such a:"MOVEMENT" shall:"COME!" = Satan will seek to PREVENT it from:"COMING!" = by introducing a:"COUNTERFEIT!"
NOW ASK THE CHILDREN = the 5-Year Òlds = do they understand ENGLISH and GRAMMAR = better than the President of the Conference? Is something that is to:"COME!" = is that something that is:"HERE!" = ???

The Lord of the Harvest is about to send forth the Reapers, and how does He start it? The Order goes forth to SATAN:
thru the MAXWELL BOOK = thru the:"FAITH FOR TODAY" or let TUCKER tuck them to Sleep with that one:
And let GROTHE and AL FRIEND and BRINSMEAD and HOUTEF and any other FALSE TIME=PROPHET look for 144,000 LAODI-CRANS to be SEALED when God says NOT-ONE=OF-THEM= WILL=BE- SEALED! Sr. Haworth of California broke away from the SDA and from the ATF = because she started a Word that is going around the World! NOT-ONE=ADVENTIST=Will=BE-SEALED!!
And the PROOF is in 5 Sentences!
[1]There is a MIDNIGHT HOUR = MIDNIGHT DARKNESS that comes on the LAST CHURCH = RIGHT? COL 406. GC 393.
[2]OUT=OF=NOWHERE there is a"MOVEMENT" that shall:"COME?" also called:"PROCESSION!" RIGHT? COL 406. -36-